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Abstract— Solar power becomes one of the most promising 
renewable energy resources in recent years. However, the 
weather is continuously changing, and this causes a discontinuity 
of energy generation. PV Power forecasting is a suitable solution 
to handle sudden disjointedness on energy generation by 
providing fast dispatching to grid electricity. These methods 
present a key insight into matchmaking grid electricity and 
photovoltaic plants. Bootstrap aggregation Ensemble method 
(Bagging) is classified as one of the most useful machine learning 
models which are applicable on supervised learning regression 
tasks. Following this regard, this paper proposes a state-of-art 
method based on bagging and this method works perfectly for 
PV power forecasting. The latter had powerful capabilities of 
tracking the behavior of stochastic problems with good accuracy 
with the aid of feature importance information. This approach 
comes to optimize bias/variance using feature weighting vector. 
Thus, this paper is devoted to present various feature 
importance techniques for Photovoltaic forecasting parameters. 
This technique consists of improving the aforementioned 
Ensemble model via contributing the knowledge expertise 
obtained from features analysis to be directly transformed into 
the Ensemble model. The proposed model is tested on PV power 
prediction. Therefore, the benchmarked technique shows an 
improvement in accuracy in terms of RMSE to 5%. 
Keywords—Ensemble methods, feature importance, machine 
learning, PV power forecasting, supervised learning. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
nowadays, there is a huge demand for renewable energy 
sources (RES) in the modern economy due to industrial 
expansion and technological development[1]. The major 
advantage of RES is the natural clean replenishment in a short 
period of time by the existing flows of energy, from on-going 
natural processes[2]. These natural processes include 
sunshine, geothermal heat flows, wind, flowing water and 
biological processes. Among all renewable energy sources, 
solar energy witnesses major attention due to its advantages 
such as inexhaustibility and freedom from geographical 
restrictions. However, the discontinuity of solar energy 
generation causes a serious issue on the reliability of 
photovoltaic generation. This fact should be analyzed 
carefully to diminish their effect on grid stability. Unexpected 
weather parameters behavior threatens unit commitment and 
unbalance the demand/supply relationship. Baring this in 
mind, PV power forecasting is a key factor that decreases the 
                                                          
 
 
impact of irradiation variability. In this respect, time series 
prediction is taking a lot of attention due to its importance in 
various applications. Forecasting is done through numerical 
patterns analysis between input parameters and the forecasted 
feature. These algorithms estimate the next photovoltaic 
energy. Therefore, four forecasting horizons are depicted: 
Very short term, short term, medium-term, and long-term 
predictions. In that sense, statisticians and scientists aim to 
provide an accurate forecast with less computational time and 
complexity. Hence, the precision is improved during many 
years to reach a minimum error with a reliable result. The 
aforementioned approaches for PV power forecasting are 
classified from physical and statistical methods machine 
learning (ML) algorithms. Physical models consist of 
transforming natural conversion equations into indicators of 
future behavior. These deal with linear systems and target 
short term predictions [3]. In that vein, solar power could be 
predicted using statistical methods such as autoregressive 
moving average ARMA and nonlinear autoregressive with 
exogenous values NARX[4]-[5]. These models are based on 
stochastic time series analysis[6]. There have proved their 
utility for short term forecasting and known by their 
simplicity since they did not use a large database for training 
or high computational hardware[7]. ML models are 
frequently used in prediction due to their high efficiency in 
tracking the predicted parameter[8]. Deep ML models are 
categorized into different classes including neural networks  
and reinforcement learning [9][10]. The latter had more 
attention in research and development[11]. artificial neural 
networks are used due to the non-linearity of weather 
parameters. Moreover, hierarchical forecasting presented in 
ensemble methods is highly effective on time series 
forecasting[12]. Boosting and bagging approaches are 
validated as reliable models of accurate forecasts in many 
tasks[13]-[14]-[15]. These forecasting methods use univariate 
or multivariate analysis[16], and they focus on direct or 
indirect photovoltaic forecasting by predicting a key element 
leading to an accurate PV power[17]-[18]. 
  Assembling models in one box is an effective way to gain 
more accuracy than a single estimator. The aforementioned 
ensemble model has been given exponential importance 
during the last years. On the other hand, importance aided 
neural network (IANN) proposed by Ridwan in 2011 
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improves the accuracy of the neural network through 
integrating weighted metrics in features inputs[19]. The 
weights values are adjusted according to the importance of the 
input related to the desired output. The bigger the value, the 
closer the parameter to the predicted output. This method is 
used in various domains such as solar power prediction. 
Nevertheless, the weights may change from a feature 
importance method to another. Thus, in this study, the major 
contributions lie in:  
1. Feature engineering analysis is done based on the 
weather dataset and using different approaches to analyze 
the behavior of system parameters. 
2. The features are classified according to their weights to 
make a feature ranking upon the domain knowledge 
contribution. 
3. A new approach based on multimodal is proposed. The 
weighted metric is applied to enhance the Ensemble 
model and increase accuracy. 
4. The evaluation of the novel approach is made through a 
fair comparison with benchmarked algorithms.  
Within this framework, this paper is divided as follows: First, 
a discussion about the ensemble methods used for time series 
forecasting is presented. Then, the proposed method is 
analyzed and tested based on Australian weather conditions 
Finally, some concluding remarks are mentioned. 
II. RELATED WORK 
Photovoltaic power forecasting methods are classified 
according to different categories. The forecast horizon is one 
of the important factors for this classification. These lead to 
divide the approaches into short, medium and long-term 
prediction[20],[21]. The predicted power remains accurate for 
a number of timestamps ahead. Metric scores such as rooted 
mean square error or squared learning rate give a clear vision 
about the effectiveness of the method. Every class aims to 
target a specific item in the electricity grid. Usually, the longer 
the time span, the larger the error becomes, and the error is 
becoming bigger. Short forecasting horizon remains from 
seconds to maximum time steps of one day. This type of 
prediction is used to load dispatching and power quality. 
Nevertheless, medium-term forecasting spans from one day 
to one month and applied for maintenance planning[22]-[23], 
economical dispatch and grid stability. In addition, long term 
PV power forecasting is valid from one or two months to one 
year in order to fix a clear project planning and investment 
costs and benefits. From that standpoint, statistical models are 
often applied in short term predictions through statistical and 
probabilistic rules. The said models through these rules 
examines time series patterns to predict future energy. The 
analysis can be done either using univariate or multivariate 
time series forecasting. This provides a good accuracy with 
less computational time. On the other side, artificial neural 
networks (ANN) are very effective in handling medium- and 
long-term forecasting. Non-linearity of weather parameters 
made these approaches widely used, and outperform 
statistical methods in the majority of stochastic targets. ANN 
contains perceptron, input layers, hidden layers, and output 
layers. The layers are interconnected according to specific 
weights and bias of these perceptions. These parameters are 
fed to activation functions to make the propagation to the next 
layer. The output of the system can be written through Eq. (1). 
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 Neural networks are frequently integrated into hybrid 
models. The goal here is to combine single models into one 
efficient system. A hybrid model usually increases the 
prediction accuracy. Therefore, there is an exponential focus 
on this type of mixture in research and development[24]–[26]. 
This theory is similar to another approach called the ensemble 
method. Nevertheless, there is a tiny difference between them. 
Ensemble methods are mainly used weak predictor to build a 
single strong learner. The said learners are homogenous and 
ideally Decision Trees[27]. The processing mechanism is 
carried out usually through bagging[28], boosting[29], 
stacking[27]. Then, the output can be taken through voting or 
averaging between the predictors. On the other side, the 
hybrid model uses heterogeneous algorithms approaches to 
build one predictive model[30]–[31]. These two methods 
gathered a lot of attention over years. High dimensional tasks 
require the said models to have the desired accuracy. Both of 
these techniques are used in PV power forecasting through 
many approaches such as SARIMA-RVFL [27] and GASVM 
techniques[27]. 
III. STATEMENT AND CONTRIBUTION  
Feature importance is given a lot of attention in classification 
and regression tasks. It consists of evaluating the features in 
relation to the output. This mission is done simply by 
removing one feature and calculating the prediction error 
without it. Then repeat the same process for the other 
parameters. This procedure allows the system to determine 
who much the features are informative for estimating the 
target behavior. Then, the non-important inputs may have to 
be removed to let only the mandatory parameters. it reduces 
the system complexity and computational time. The last step 
is assessing the accuracy of the model with the selected 
features to see the variance variability through cross-
With 
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validation.  This step is crucial to every prediction purpose. It 
gives a clear idea about the system parameters and thus 
choosing only the necessary parameters that majorly 
contribute to the prediction part. Baring this in mind, further 
information about the variance of the parameter is improving 
the model accuracy[19]. Importance aided neural network 
(IANN) is using this knowledge to optimize the variance/bias 
of the neural network. Future relative importance (FRI) 
introduces metrics weights to transport the important values 
to the model. In this paper, a novel Voted Feature Weighting 
(VFW) is introduced. The weights are fed in an ensemble 
learning system for the aim of getting further accuracy. The 
Australian weather is deeply analyzed from many parameters 
and the medium-term forecasting is assessed. 
IV. BIAS-VARIANCE TRADE-OFF 
Classifiers and regressors' accuracy are related essentially to 
three elements: bais, variance, and noise. The bad value of 
these items is leading either to overfitting or underfitting. A 
better understanding of these elements is a key factor to 
improve prediction results. Typically, ML bais is the 
mismatched measurement values between reality and 
predictions taken from the learning phase. i.e. How much the 
prediction is distant from the ground truth. While the variance 
is the estimation of the squared deviation of an aleatory 
feature from its mean[32], [33]. Therefore, errors occur from 
high variance or high bais. To simplify mathematically the 
items, given 𝑌 as a feature output predicted through a function 
𝑓 with a set of inputs 𝑋. assuming that 𝑓 is an estimation of 
𝑓(𝑥). Then, the definition of error is presented in Eq. (2):  
( ) [( ( ))²Err x E Y f x= −   ( 2) 
With an output 𝑌 written as following in the Eq. (3).  
( )Y f X= +   ( 3) 
Thus, the error can be written in Eq. (4). 
2( ) ( [ ( ) ( ))² [( ( ) [ ( ) ²
            = B i a s²                + V a r i a n c e            +N o i s e
Err x E f x f x E f x E f x = − + −  +   ( 4) 
The ideal target is minimizing both variance and bais at the 
same time to reduce the errors. However, the latter elements 
are inversely proportional which poses a serious dilemma on 
how to optimize both of them in order to obtain the desired 
output. The tradeoff is presented in figure 1. To avoid high 
variance, the Bagging Ensemble method is considered very 
efficient for that aim. This comes from using randomized 
replication of the original dataset to construct submodules. 
While the prediction is done through averaging these models’ 
outputs. However, although bagging reduces the variance of 
one predictor. The bais is still the same taken ordinarily from 
the original model before the subdivision. Thus, it stays 
unchanged. 
V. DATASET 
The Australian government highly courage people to release 
the transition from traditional resources to renewable energy. 
It claims to be able of 100% renewables in 2030[5]. The data 
used for model assessment comes from Alice springs PV plant 
in Australia. It contains various sensors to follow every slight 
parameter in the photovoltaic plant. The data collected 
contains the time indicator, relative humidity, wind speed and 
orientation, horizontal irradiation, relative horizontal 
irradiation temperature, and PV power. The database remains 
is for 3 years from the first of April 2016 to the first of August 
2019. This provides sufficient information for training and 
validation.  
VI. FEATURE ENGINEERING 
The relation between PV power over the years makes them a 
key factor that may contribute to the PV power. From figure 
2 and figure 3, the historical PV power is plotted for the month 
of August and for April from four successive years. The tow 
plots resume the seasonal variation of photovoltaic energy. 
Fig. 2.  PV power comparison in the first of April for the previous four years 
 
Fig. 1.  Bais-variance Tradeoff 
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As we notice in the graphs 2 and 3, the real power generated 
in 2018 for both seasons is approaching to first previous year 
same time same day. It means that it can add a general idea 
about the current PV power. That’s why it is added as an 
important input to estimate the photovoltaic power for the 
next year 2019. Graph 4 presents the yearly PV power for 
three successive years. 
To sum up, the features used as predictors in our forecasting 
model are basically weather parameters, PV power generated 
at the same instant from the previous year and the hourly time 
indicator. These inputs face many processing stages. The first 
step is feature engineering and data cleaning. At this level the 
missing and odd data is deleted. Next the features extracted 
have weights giving them specific importance basing on their 
effect in the photovoltaic power generated. The training data 
is for the last four years from 2016-2019 and the testing data 
is for two months. The timestep for the data collected is for 5 
min. i.e. in one day the data acquired for 288 times.  
VII. FEATURE IMPORTANCE  
Variable importance (VI) is taken more attention in statistics 
and probability. It can be defined as the dependency 
proportion of the predicted output from the feature’s inputs. 
Important variables or sequence of variables are proportional 
or inversely proportional to the output to the parameter inputs. 
Obviously, every domain knowledge has weak indicators and 
strong indicators in the majority of prediction problems. 
Feature relative importance (FRI) is a method to classify the 
input parameters according to the nature of the correlation 
they have with the output parameters. There are various tools 
for identifying the importance of each feature. In this paper, 
we will take a model reliance class (MCR)[34]  taken into 
consideration three feature importance methods: Elastic net, 
LIME, and XGboost. 
A. Elastic net 
Introduced by H. Zou and T. Hastie[35],  Elastic Net 
investigates the relationship between the system features. 
Given a greater magnitude for the features that follow the 
behavior of the output function. The said method belongs to 
linear regression class and it combines two methods Least 
absolute shrinkage and selection operator (Lasso) and Ridge 
regressors. This fusion takes advantage of L1 and L2 
regularization benefits [35]. The equation behind the model is 
written in Eq. (5).  
2
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Where yi is the output and xi is the input. Elastic net is chosen 
in this paper because it outperforms both LASSO and Ridge  
Regularization for the majority of the cases. 
B. LIME 
The second method is Local Interpretable Model-agnostic 
Explanations (LIME). This method uses a specific 
representation that imitates the predictor in a meaningful way 
to identify the importance of the features. Ribeiro et al.[36] 
uses this approach to explain how the black box works and 
the correlation between the results and the prediction. The 
general equation of LIME is presented in Eq. (6) 
) ( )( ) argmin ( , ,
g G
xf gx g 

 = +Ω  ( 6) 
Where )( , , xf g  is who much the function 𝑔 is 
approaching to 𝑓 in a locality π.  with a 𝑔 is the model 
explanation, and ( )gΩ  is the measure of complexity π is the 
proximity measure between an instance 𝑧 to 𝑥, 𝑓(𝑥) is a 
function probability. This method is very efficient in feature 
selection and widely used in ML algorithms.  
C. XGboost 
Extreme Boosting model firstly introduced by Leo Breiman 
and enhanced by Jerome H. Friedman presents an 
optimization approach in order to minimize the cost function 
in regression and classification problems. The said approach 
builds an efficient single model based on variant weak 
learners usually taken decision trees. The aforementioned 
model works as follow, First, a cost function is fixed as a weak 
hypothesis such as mean square error. And iteratively train the 
 
Fig. 3.  PV power comparison in the first of August for the previous four 
years 
 
 
Fig. 4.  PV power comparison in the first of April for the previous four 
years 
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model on how to minimize this error. Taken 𝐹𝑚 as a weak 
forecasting model and assuming that takes the average of the 
prediction. After training our model the result can be written 
in Eq. (7). 
1( ) ( ) ( )m mF x F x h x y+ = + =  
( 7) 
So that 
( ) ( )mh x y F x= −  ( 8) 
With ℎ is the gradient boosting residual that improves the 
predictor. This ML algorithm is used in this study to identify 
the vector feature importance. However, the hyperparameter 
optimization is not done to the said model giving it the default 
values of scikit-learn python libraries. 
VIII. FORECASTING MODELS 
In this part, some popular ensemble methods are presented to 
be used in the training and comparison part. These techniques 
are Bagging, Boosting, extreme boosting and Random forests.  
a) Random decision forests  
Bootstrap aggregation given the acronym of Bagging by  LEO 
BREIMAN in 1996[28] consists of merging different 
predictors which are usually decision trees. This process aims 
to increase model accuracy. This model covers most of the 
deficiencies of individual predictors to generate an accurate 
estimation. Every model is given a specific vote. Then all the 
votes are combined in order to improve accuracy. This 
approach can be used in both classification and regression 
problems. The Equation describes the concept of this method. 
Assuming we have a database  ( , ),n ny X n  with 𝑥, 𝑦 
the numerical input and the output parameters respectfully, 
and 𝑛 is the samples number. Predicting 𝑦𝑘  is done through 
the subset )( ,k xφ  with  is the learning set. The key idea 
is working with multiple predictors and leveraging the outputs 
∑ 𝑦𝑘 . This process may lead to an accurate forecast since the 
variance between the predictors will decrease. Eq. (9) 
describes more the concept. 
( ))( ) ( , BB Bx E x= φφ  
( 9) 
where 𝐸 is the average between the output responses, 
Obviously, the predictors  should be different in unstable 
models. Thus, the results are remarkable and the accuracy is 
enhanced[15]. Bagging techniques are parallel trained with 
subsets in order to limit the variance. The result is the mean 
between all these learners. 
Bagging was applied in different areas like medical field [37], 
energy[38]  such as demand estimation[39]. Regarding 
Breiman's work, Bootstrap aggregation is efficient in variance 
reduction. It is frequently used with decision trees (DT) and 
random forests (RF). Otherwise it is applicable to any 
machine learning method. One of the best features of this type 
of ensemble method is avoiding overfitting and reducing 
variance. 
RF proposed by Tin Kam Ho[40] is one of the popular 
applications of bagging due to its great efficiency with less 
computational time. It can handle both classification and 
regression nonlinear tasks. It is literally a large number of DT 
running at the same time. Thus, the result is the maximum 
votes from individual ensemble trees. From that perspective 
the name forest comes as a definition of ensemble trees. RF is 
firstly used for classification then it is extended to handle 
regression tasks with numerical values outputs. From that 
standpoint, the term Classification And Regression Trees 
(CART) is introduced. RF consists of a map of subsystems 
trees with their costs if taken in the shape of an ensemble of 
DT. The variance is used as an indicator of decision impurity. 
Every internal node in the DT unit indicates the beginning of 
a binary questionnaire. The answer will split other queries 
called edges till there is no other detail is not mentioned. In 
other words, the node cannot be divided anymore. The result 
of this tree is called a leaf. The regression tree forecasts the 
continuous values basing on that internal subdivision with the 
features inputs. The latter technique accuracy is basically 
relying on the splitting settings and the leaf node ending 
conditions for each branch. Taking the variance as a 
significant parameter for measuring the impurity, the leaf is 
the output of each tree and the prediction is done through the 
majority of the forecasts. the prediction system and the rooted 
mean square error is the variance value. The pruning 
technique is an optimization technique related to DT to 
eliminate the branches that don’t give additional information 
to the predictor. Thus, the complexity of the system will 
decrease. Although DT reduces the variance scientifically. 
The bais remain the same from the first subsystem. In this 
study, weighting importance is integrated to decrease the 
aforementioned element.   
B. Gaussian Naïve Bayes 
Gaussian Naïve Bayes (GNB) is a simple ML method 
frequently used in classification tasks but it performs well on 
regression problems with supervised learning [41]. It consists 
of modeling the output distribution with kernel density 
estimators through Bayes theorem. Assuming that 𝑝(𝑌/𝐸) is 
the probability density of inputs 𝐸 to the target 𝑌. the equation 
of GNB is written as follow.  
( , ) ( ) ( )
( )
( , ) ( ) ( )
p E Y p E Y p Y
P Y E
p E Y dY p E Y p Y dY
= =
┃
┃
∫ ∫ ┃
 ( 10) 
With 𝑝(𝑋𝑖 , 𝑌) is predicted separately. 
C.  K-Nearest Neighbors 
K-nearest neighbors (KNN) is a statistical approach. The 
philosophy behind this approach is selecting 𝑘 samples 
closer to unknown labels. The latter is calculated by 
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averaging the labels of the features near to the unknown 
label. The Euclidean distance is often implemented through 
KNN to measure the distance between two objects in Eq. 
(11). 
1
( , ) ( )²
n
i i
i
D a b x y
=
= −  
( 11) 
It should be mentioned that the suitable value of 𝑘 is 
mandatory to provide optimum accuracy while using this ML 
method. Therefore, in our case a grid search is used to tune 
KNN.  
D. Proposed approach 
The proposed method consists of including voted weights 
vector into the ML black box. Then, the said feature 
importance vector is fed to a RF, multimodal to generate an 
accurate PV power output. Assuming we have 𝑛 features, the 
prediction system is divided into  𝑛 subsystems. For each 
subsystem, a 𝑘 feature parameter is eliminated from the 
database. With Bagging model, every subsystem gives a 
prediction output 𝑦𝑖. Let’s be 𝑤𝑖∈ [0,1] d the rate of 
importance of each feature. The final output is concluded 
through summing the weighted subsystems products by an 
importance factor. Eq (12) will explain the process.  
1
n
i i i
i
Y w y
=
=   ( 12) 
In this vein, the weight values 𝛼𝑖 are adjusted using three 
successful methods with FRI method. These methods are 
LIME [42], Elastic Net and extreme boosting. The usefulness 
of using these three techniques together comes from the 
variant architectures between these tools. In order to 
overcome the problem of which importance vector is going to 
be used, these three methods are taken into consideration. 
Assuming N is the number feature weighted tools. The 
relation between them can be averaging or voting. Eq. (13) 
present the process.  
1
1 N
feature j
j
w w
N =
=   ( 13) 
In this paper averaging is the primarily case used. Then, we 
try to use different voting percentages between the methods. 
The proposed method allows Random forests to overcome 
overfitting and add more robustness to the model. Taken from 
the literature, Kolcz and Teo[43] proves that feature 
weighting is able to improve significantly the predictor 
robustness with less computational work. By using differently 
feature importance, we claim that using multiple techniques 
can outperform one technique in Eq.14. The idea of 
importance vector comes to add a feature reweighting 
coefficient ?̅?. For the sake of explanation, ?̅?𝑖𝑗  is the feature 
weighted of 𝑥𝑖 which is calculated through Eq.14.  
/ ( ),   j=1,...,dij ij jx x s w=  
( 14) 
With 𝑠 is a positive coefficient, 𝑤 is the weight vector and  
𝑥𝑖𝑗  is the j
th feature of 𝑥𝑖. The algorithm for the proposed 
approach is presented in Table 1 
IX. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The data collected is split into 80% for model training and 
20% for testing and evaluation. The hybrid model is tuned 
using a randomized search. The hyperparameters list includes 
Max depth, Min sample leaf, and the Max leaf nodes. It had 
been determined through Randomized Search tool.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The model is simulated in a Lenovo laptop Lenovo Ideapad 
720S-15IKB (i7 with 8 CPU cores) and the paralyzed 
processing provided by the NVIDIA GPU package is 
integrated to accelerate the model training and testing. 
Regarding the said parameters, the model is training and 
cross-validated with ten folds. Then the training model is 
tested to evaluate its performance. For an assessment purpose, 
score metrics calculated are the mean square error, mean 
absolute error and median absolute percentage error. 
A. Database and forecasting horizon 
In the simulation part, a yearly dataset from 2017 to mid-2019 
is used for training and the month of August 2019 is for the 
evaluation process. The Australian database used in our 
experimental analysis provides rich information with a time 
step of 5 minutes. The weather database from Alice springs 
provides the temperature, the relative humidity, the wind 
speed and direction, the PV power and the horizontal and 
( )
2
1
1 n
i i
i
RMSE y y
n =
 
= − 
 

 
( 15) 
( )
1
1 n
i i
i
MAE y y
n =
= −
 
( 16) 
Table 2. Table errors 
Hyper parameters Value 
Random state  0 
Min sample leaf 20 
Max leaf nodes 100 
Max depth 8 
                                     
 
Table 1. Proposed algorithm 
Algorithm: Hybrid model 
Input : Data acquisition. 
Step 1: Feature importance determination using 
LIME, ELASTIC Net, XGBoost. 
Step 2: Vector importance 𝐼 =  {𝐼1, 𝐼2, . . , 𝐼𝑛} 
according to averaging or voting. 
Step 3: Creating an ensemble of databases 𝑛. Each 
database eliminates one feature 𝑥𝑖. 
Step4:  calculate multiple predictions 𝑦𝑖  using each 
database with ensemble model. 
Output: The result is the sum of each prediction 𝑦𝑖  
multiplied by the covariance 𝑤𝑖 ⋲ [0,1]of the feature 
importance missed. 
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vertical radiation. Figure 6 presents the quantity of samples 
used for training and testing. 
B. Feature importance  
The results from these methods shape the vector importance 
metrics. Horizontal power and previous PV power from the 
same instance in the neighboring year had much importance 
as well as the previous PV power. The other features are 
poorly influencing the system. Figure 7 presents the results of 
feature importance using LIME in blue color, Elastic Net with 
the green color and Extreme boosting in red color. 
The method is done on bagging techniques to adjust high 
variant bais and in our example. The cross-validation results 
of the simulation are shown in figure 8. 
C. Simulation results 
The simulation results are done using python coding and 
compared with various ML models namely KNN, Gaussian 
naïve Bays and  Decision Trees. The said models use 
literally the same conditions to ensure a fair comparison 
including using a randomized search for hyperparameters 
tuning and the previous dataset. The simulation targets the 
forecasting of summer months namely June and July 2019 
referring to two years (2017-2018). The database for training 
is taken from an Australian PV plant. The testing data is 
evaluated using two popular score metrics: the RMSE and the 
MAE.  Figure 9,10 and 11 presents the shape of the 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Validation procedure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.  
  
 
 
Fig. 7. Relative influence of the eleven input variables on the target 
variation for the Australian weather database. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Proposed model  
 
Fig. 10. Week-Ahead PV power (w) forecasting proposed method 
 
Fig. 8. Cross validation graph in terms of R² 
 
Fig. 6. Forecasting Horizon  
 
Fig. 9. June-July PV power (w) forecasting using the proposed method 
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forecasting results from 2 months, one week and one day 
respectively. 
Regarding the graphs, it has been noticed that the model 
proposed provides a great precision referring to the points 
matched between the ground truth and the forecasted PV 
power. The real PV power in red is slightly different than the 
predicted power in mid-day. i.e. when the photovoltaic power 
is generated at its maximum. PV power predicted is following 
the real PV power. 
For the sake of comparison, the proposed approach is 
simulated with the state-of-the-art forecasting models namely 
KNN, Gaussian Naïve Bays and the original Decision trees. 
The error values are calculated and shown in figure 14 and 
table 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
It has been noticed that the proposed method outperforms all 
the forecasting models. This accuracy comes from an 
improvement in terms of bais. Through the feature importance 
vector. Nevertheless, the preprocessing is heavy and time 
consuming regarding the weight extraction. Nevertheless, the 
proposed model is suitable in time series forecasting.  
The accuracy is high which proves the robustness of the 
model built. For the aim of testing the model in the seasonal 
change. Four days from different seasons are simulated and 
plotted in graph 14.  
To get deeper to the partition vector importance, three cases 
are studied, the first consists of an equal partition of the vector 
importance between them then 3 various cases are presented 
in table 4 and the accuracy of each case is presented in terms 
of RMSE and MAE. The error doesn’t change too much so 
the proposed method. However, the accuracy is high in terms 
of months which proves the robustness of the model built.  
 
 
Table 4. Table errors 
Models RMSE MAE 
DT 9.88 3.46 
KNN 7.35 4.80 
Gaussian NB 13.59 7.45 
Proposed Method 6.49 2.61 
 
 
Fig. 13. RMSE/MAE models comparison 
 
Fig. 14. Results of forecasting models 
 
 
Fig. 11. Day-Ahead PV power (w) in August 2019.  
                                            Table 3. Table errors                   
Method/Error 
Average 
Proportion 
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 
LIME 1/3 50% 20% 50% 
ELASTIC NET 1/3 30% 30% 20% 
XGBOOST 1/3 20% 50% 30% 
RMSE 9.45 7.13 7.19 7.4 
MAE 3.64 3.5 3.4 3.7 
                                     
 
Fig. 12. PV power forecasting methods comparison 
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D. Discussion 
From Fig. 7, the relative influence of the eleven variables on 
the target variation gives a different result. knowledge 
importance differs from one technique to another. XGboost 
gives a higher error value for Horizontal radiation while 
ELASTIC Net proves that the forecasted power relies on both 
previous PV power and the wind effect with the latter being 
less effective. on the previous PV power and with a lower 
value the wind effect. On the contrary, LIME gives the most 
expected results. Thus, the previous PV power and H. 
radiation are the most correlated features with the current PV 
power. Each feature is given a relevant importance value 
𝑤𝑖 with ∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 =1.  The weights are calculated based on 
Chernoff-Hoeffding Theory[44]. Another approach is based 
on the calculation the weights by taking into consideration the 
errors from the features importance methods while shifting 
and deducing the percentage of error caused by the feature 
missed. This feature ranking gives a remarkable result. The 
error is low taken from 2 months of forecasting. Cross-
validation is applied to the proposed method and gives a 96% 
of accuracy in terms of squared learning rate. This is done by 
testing the enhanced RF. This proves the robustness of the 
proposed method. It can be concluded that relying on domain 
knowledge is contributing significantly to the prediction 
accuracy. The major advantage of the proposed procedure is 
that the random forest units prevent the system from the 
individual error caused by a unique feature. Although the 
preprocessing is low and takes time to establish the domain 
knowledge, the results are worthy. Taking as example a 
system with a high dimension, when feature selection is not 
sufficient to reduce the noise. The proposed technique is 
efficient in RF and diminishes the errors coming from the 
misleading inputs. A fair comparison of the enhanced RF with 
KNN, Gaussian NB, and DT shows that the proposed 
technique is outperforming the aforementioned techniques. 
The high variability of weather conditions from four seasons 
shows that the proposed model is staying following to the 
ground truth. From figure 14, the predicted power follows the 
real values with a small error caused by the sudden 
disturbance of inputs parameters.  Finally, a variety of error 
percentage is done through changing the percentage of each 
feature importance methods influence the importance vector 
error. A small change has been noticed due to the small 
number of features used in PV power forecasting. More 
investigation on a high dimensional system is needed to show 
the relative contribution of the proposed method for 
forecasting accuracy.  
X. CONCLUSION 
This paper discusses a new approach relaying on feature 
importance in ML models. Indeed, FI not only shrinks the 
input parameters and eliminates the misleading features, but 
also it interferes with the predator. RF as a bagging ensemble 
method is used as an application for this approach to 
forecasting photovoltaic power during two months. The 
importance vector is calculated with three popular methods 
namely LIME, XGboost, and Elastic Net. These methods 
enrich the system by giving different outputs. With the use of 
domain knowledge and the elimination of one feature for each 
simulation. The combination of feature importance and 
ensemble methods contribute to the prediction accuracy. The 
proposed method enhanced significantly the forecast results 
making it extremely suitable for time series forecasting. The 
obtained RMSE from this method is 6.49 whereas the MAE 
is 2.46. Thus, the proposed method outperforms all the 
benchmarked methods including K nearest neighbors, 
Gaussian naïve bays and Decision trees. The domain 
knowledge enhanced prediction accuracy. forecast the 
medium-term forecasting aid in preventive maintenance 
scheduling and investment planning. Hence, the drawbacks of 
this method can be resumed essentially to two factors: 
• A clear vision of the output behavior is required.  
• The correlated features can be harmful to model 
accuracy. Therefore, a serious dimensionality 
reduction is needed to reduce this effect. 
More investigation on the implementation of feature 
importance on the rest of ML algorithms is planned as a 
future work of this study. 
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